First-principles calculations were used to perform a cross-material investigation on the electronic structures of 13 parent compounds for thermoelectric materials. Boltzmann transport equations were used to calculate carrier doping level dependence of the Seebeck coef cient, electrical conductivity with respect to relaxation time, effective Lorenz numbers and the maximum possible thermoelectric gure of merit (Z e T) in the limit of zero phonon thermal conductivity. High Z e T was obtained only in semiconductors with nite band gaps. High Z e T for high doping level was achieved in compounds that had a steep density of states at the band edge. Calculations were combined with experimental transport properties to evaluate electron relaxation time of the samples. These analyses can be used to understand the nature of electron scattering mechanisms in speci c thermoelectric materials and reduce the number of experiments required to develop new thermoelectric materials.
Introduction
Thermoelectricity is a common phenomenon in nearly all semiconductors and metals. The discovery of new thermoelectric materials is essential to overcome the practical problems associated with current thermoelectric conversion systems, including performance, stability, toxicity and cost. An important parameter to describe thermoelectric materials is the thermoelectric gure of merit 1) (ZT), de ned as:
where S is the Seebeck coef cient, σ is electrical conductivity, κ el is electron thermal conductivity, κ ph is phonon thermal conductivity and T is temperature. A high ZT is required to achieve high conversion ef ciency; a typical criterion for application is ZT > 1.
Researchers searching for new thermoelectric materials must assess the potential of the parent compounds, which requires optimization of the dopant elements, doping level, and microstructure of the compound. It is possible that many materials have been regarded as low-ZT compounds simply because the optimal doping and microstructure conditions were not deduced experimentally. Prediction of the doping-level dependence of thermoelectric properties is important to make the search for new materials more ef cient. Theoretical calculations, including multi-valley structure 2) , low-dimensional material 3) , quantum well 4) , phonon-glass-electron-crystal 5) and pudding-mold band ( at-band) 6 ) models, have in uenced experimental searches. Numerical solutions to the Boltzmann transport equations have also been employed. Using this approach, S, σ/τ el and κ el /τ el are obtained (usually as functions of chemical potential) and can be converted into the net carrier concentration (carrier doping level) n. The unknown factor τ el is called the electron relaxation time, which corresponds to the time interval between electron scattering events. Unfortunately, this factor is not frequently calculated using rst-principles approaches, depends on T 7, 8) and varies by orders of magnitude by adding extrinsic electron scattering centers such as impurities, defects and grain boundaries.
There are two ways to obtain transport distribution functions (TDFs), or spectral conductivity, which is required for Boltzmann transport analysis. One method for involves using arti cial TDFs such as delta-functions 9) , rectangular functions 10) and step functions 11) . In studies that employ this method, the TDFs that achieved high ZT were characterized by a nearly-zero TDF at the Fermi level E F and a steep change in the TDF near E F . The other method to obtain TDFs is to use rst-principles calculations on real crystal structures. A number of sophisticated calculations have been performed on various thermoelectric materials [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, each of the previous studies has considered only a few compounds, employed a different calculation method and was presented on a different scale. Previous studies were not focused on cross-material investigation of calculated properties, which is necessary for the search for new materials.
In this study, we have calculated the thermoelectric properties of various known thermoelectric materials to reveal the electronic structures of suitable parent compounds for thermoelectric materials. Because ZT was dif cult to calculate from rst-principles, we focused on Z e T = S 2 σT/κ el , which is the maximum possible ZT in the limit when κ ph is much less than κ el . It is important that Z e T is always higher than ZT, so that high Z e T values are not physically meaningful. Low Z e T values are important because they allow us to exclude unpromising materials from the list of target materials. For example, to obtain a compound with ZT > 1, parent compounds with Z e T < 1 should be excluded.
Calculation Method
First-principles calculations were performed on the 13 parent compounds, listed in Table 1 , using atomic positions and experimental lattice parameters from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) 18) . Electronic structures were calculated using the full-potential linearized augmented plane- 19) and employed generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 20) followed by Tran-Blaha modi ed Becke-Johnson (TB-mBJ) 21) exchange-correlation potentials. Dense k-meshes were selected to reduce oscillatory noise in n-dependences of the calculated transport properties. Convergence criteria for energy, charge and forces were 0.0001 Ry, 0.0001 e and 1 mRy/atom, respectively. Atomic coordinates were optimized during calculations. Lattice parameters were not optimized because they are inaccurate in layered compounds with van der Waals bonding. Spin-orbit interaction was introduced for anions heavier than 5p elements. Spin polarization was not considered in any of the calculations. The density of states (DOS) was normalized by reduced the unit cell volume V cell to allow for comparison with compounds with different unit cell sizes.
The Boltzmann transport equations were solved using BoltzTraP 22) . We obtained σ/τ el , S and κ el /τ el as functions of carrier doping level n = |n hole − n electron |, which was calculated by dividing the number of additional electrons in the unit cell by V cell . The BoltzTraP code was modi ed to include the second term (Peltier term) for κ el /τ el 7, 8, 23) . From these values, the n-dependences of effective Lorenz number L eff was calculated as
and Z e T was calculated as
Z e T is the theoretical upper limit of ZT, which is given by
where κ ph /τ el → 0. Temperature dependences calculated in this study included only the effects of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, thus ignoring changes in lattice parameters, phase transitions and decompositions of the compounds. To understand the difference between Z e T and ZT, we calculated ZT using an arbitrary value for κ ph /τ el . The actual value of κ ph /τ el would depend on T, the material families and the scattering probabilities of phonons and electrons in each sample.
Results and Discussion

Material dependence of transport properties
Normalized DOS calculated for 12 parent compounds are presented in Fig. 1(a) . All of the compounds had nite E g using both GGA and TB-mBJ, but TB-mBJ tended to reproduce the experimental E g better, as shown in Table 1 . We observed a material dependence in the gradient of normalized For all compounds, the calculated values of |S| monotonically decreased with increasing n for high n, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Compounds with a larger gradient of normalized DOS exhibited large |S|. While n-type ZnO had very shallow conduction band edge and exhibited small S over the entire range of n, p-type NaCoO 2 had a steep valence-band edge and exhibited large S for a wide range of n.
In contrast to |S|, σ/τ el monotonic increased with increasing n and the values for σ/τ el were higher in compounds with a smaller gradient of normalized DOS, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Such material dependences in |S| and σ/τ el can be explained using the parabolic-band model 7, 8) , where compounds with greater effective mass exhibit larger |S| and lower σ/τ el . The changes in the orders of the compounds may originate from the difference in band degeneracy. ). However, at lower n, the calculated L eff was to approximately 80% of L 0 ; the value of L eff at low n was compound-dependant. These types of changes in L eff have been noted as a general phenomenon in semiconductors 24) . The small ripples observed in σ/τ el of some compounds at high n were due to the noises of Fourier expansion of band energies in BoltzTraP and they can be reduced by using a denser k-point mesh.
The calculated values of Z e T for T = 300 K are presented in Fig. 1(e) . The compounds that exhibited large |S| also exhibited high Z e T, as expected from the expression Z e T = S 2 /L eff . The extremely high values of Z e T, such as Z e T > 100, at low n are meaningless because the calculation ignored κ ph , which dominants the total thermal conductivity at low n. Figure 1(g) shows an example calculation at 300 K, with κ ph /τ el set to 10 14 Wm
s −1 for all compounds. Achieving such a small κ ph /τ el is not very realistic because it requires the material to maintain τ el = 10 −14 s, such as in single-crystal Si, and κ ph = 1 W m
, such as in silica glass, at the same time. However, the data in Fig. 1(g) demonstrate that the introduction of the κ ph /τ el term strongly suppressed the values of ZT from Z e T, especially at low n. Therefore, we can assume that compounds with high Z e T at high n are more promising compounds to achieve high ZT than compounds with low Z e T at high n because ZT is less affected by κ ph /τ el . An example of such a compound is Na x CoO 2 , which is known to have a relatively high optimum doping level as a thermoelectric material. Phonon-glass-electron-crystal materials are another set of promising materials, as they have a low κ ph /τ el , which minimizes the reduction of ZT from Z e T. Based on the positions of the peaks in the ZT curves, we expect that optimum carrier doping level n opt is low in small-S compounds and high in large-S compounds. This leads to an assumption that n opt in n-type ZnO is low, although it also depends on the value of κ ph /τ el .
Effects of thermal excitation over the band gap
The effects of thermal excitation for compounds with narrow band gaps such as CrSi 2 , CoSb 3 and Bi 2 Te 3 are observable in Figs. 1(b) to (g) . Thermal excitation, which is also referred to as the bipolar effect, reduces the positive S of hole carriers and the negative S of electron carriers, while increasing total carrier density. This effect is more critical for low n than for high n. At 300 K, the calculations predict that compounds with narrow E g suffer from thermal excitation at 300 K, resulting in peaking behavior in the S-n curves. In contrast, at low n, σ/τ el increased rapidly with increasing T, indicating an increase in total carrier concentration (n electron + n hole ) due to thermal excitation. Notable increases in L eff are observable in Fig. 1(d) because of the increase in κ el as additional energy associated with E g is carried by the electrons or holes.
Although the effects of thermal excitation were not critical at 300 K for materials with wider E g , the in uence of thermal excitation increased with increasing T. Figure 1(f) shows that, at 900 K, Z e T of many compounds was suppressed up to n = 10 25 -10 26 m
, which is the typical n for optimum doping. At 900 K, many narrow-gapped semiconductors did not achieve Z e T = 1 over the entire ranges of n, indicating that the compounds would not achieve ZT > 1 at 900 K without modi cation or correction of the electronic structures. Therefore, to achieve ZT > 1, it is very important for the parent compound to have wide E g . This criterion for E g was presented by Mahan et al. and is known as the 10 k B T rule 25) . At 300 K and 900 K, 10k B T is approximately about 0.25 eV and 0.75 eV, respectively. Compounds with E g less than 10k B T were strongly affected by thermal excitation. Unfortunately, this nding reveals the limit of rst-principles calculations for prediction of thermoelectric properties because the present rst-principles calculations have large errors in E g . An example of such an error is shown in Fig. 2 , which shows Z e T of a narrow-gap Heusler alloy (Fe 2 Val) calculated using two different exchange-correlation potentials. When calculated using TB-mBJ, E g was as wide as 0.25 eV, while it was calculated as a pseudo-gap semimetal using GGA. This difference in E g results in notable differences in the calculated Z e T values, for example, TB-mBJ produced Z e T = 10, while GGA produced Z e T = 0.1. The GGA result cannot explain the experimental measured ZT, which exceeds 0.1. Thus, it is important to ensure consistency between theoretical and experimental E g to ensure the reliability of the calculations. This can be challenging because experimental E g values are not always available.
Estimation of τ el using experimental data
We attempted to estimate the unknown term κ ph /τ el in the ZT expression by tting calculation results with experimental data. As a preliminary study, we measured the experimental data S exp (T), σ exp (T), and κ exp (T) of two Si 0.8 Ge 0.2 polycrystalline samples 27, 28) . For each T, we used the TB-mBJ calculation for pure Si to nd n such that S calc (n, T) reproduced the value of S exp (T). Although the S-n curve typically exhibited a monotonic decrease to yield a single solution for n, in some cases the thermal excitation bent the S-n curve to give two or more solutions for n. In such cases, we selected the n value by considering the experimental carrier concentration (typically 10 26 m 3 ) and whether the sample was in uenced by thermal excitation.
After we found the most probable n, we found the corresponding value for (σ/τ el ) calc and calculated τ el as:
The results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 3 . With increasing T, the estimated chemical potential (ΔE F ) slowly approached the middle of the band gap and then n increased. The value of τ el for the zone-leveled sample was approximately 1 × 10 −14 s at 300 K, which is very close to the reported value for single crystalline Si 29) . The ball-milled sample exhibited shorter τ el , re ecting the increased frequency of electron scattering. In both samples, τ el was proportional to T −1 , indicating that the acoustic distortion potential scattering dominated other scattering mechanisms, such as ionized impurity scattering. Although additional re nement of the calculation would improve the calculation accuracy, such analysis could reveal the nature of scattering phenomenon in real thermoelectric materials.
Conclusion
First-principles calculations and Boltzmann transport analysis were used to perform a cross-material investigation over 13 parent compounds of thermoelectric materials. We conrmed that compounds with E g greater than several k B T and steep a DOS at the band edge exhibited high Z e T, which is a necessary condition for a compound to achieve high ZT. 3d transition metal compounds and p-type oxide thermoelectric materials had high Z e T at high n. Although there was a large uncertainty because of the band-gap calculations, these ndings can be used to accelerate experimental searches for new thermoelectric materials because they identify compounds with Z e T less than the target ZT. By combining calculation results with experimental thermoelectric properties, we successfully estimated the T-dependence of τ el for bulk thermoelectric materials. This analysis can be used to investigate the quantitative effects of various scattering factors on the electron and phonon systems.
